
WALL STREET 

 

Wall Street is a street in lower Manhattan, New York City, which is the financial 

district of the United States. It is home to the New York Stock Exchange, which is the largest 

stock exchange in the world, as well as numerous other financial institutions. Wall Street has 

long been associated with the financial markets and has become a symbol of capitalism and 

wealth in the United States and around the world. 

Wall Street has a long and storied history dating back to the early days of the Dutch 

colony of New Amsterdam in the 17th century. At that time, Wall Street was a wall that the 

Dutch built to protect the colony from attacks by Native Americans and other enemies. After 

the British took control of the colony in 1664 and renamed it New York, the wall was 

dismantled and the street became an important commercial center. 

In the late 18th and early 19th centuries, Wall Street became a hub of the financial 

industry, with the establishment of the New York Stock Exchange (NYSE) in 1792 and the 

formation of numerous banks and brokerage firms. Over the years, Wall Street has played a 

central role in the development of the modern financial system and has been the site of many 

major events in the history of finance, including the stock market crash of 1929 and the 

financial crisis of 2008. Despite these ups and downs, Wall Street remains a key player in the 

global economy. It is a key center for trading securities, including stocks, bonds, and other 

financial instruments. It is also a major source of financing for businesses, as companies can 

raise capital by issuing stocks and bonds that are traded on the NYSE and other exchanges. 

In addition, Wall Street firms provide a range of financial services to individuals and 

institutions, including investment advice, wealth management, and financial planning. 

There have been many famous traders in the history of Wall Street, but here are a few 

notable examples: 

Jesse Livermore: Livermore was a famous stock trader in the early 20th century who made 

and lost several fortunes through his speculative trades. He is remembered for his saying, 

"The market does not beat them. They beat themselves, because they play it as a gambling 

game." 



George Soros: Soros is a billionaire investor and philanthropist who is known for his 

successful trades, particularly his bet against the British pound in 1992, which earned him 

the nickname "The Man Who Broke the Bank of England." 

Paul Tudor Jones: Jones is the founder of Tudor Investment Corporation, a hedge fund that 

has achieved strong returns through its use of high-risk, high-reward investment strategies. 

Warren Buffett: Buffett is perhaps the most famous investor of all time, with a long track 

record of successful investments through his company Berkshire Hathaway. He is known for 

his value investing approach, which involves seeking out undervalued companies with strong 

potential for growth. 

Ray Dalio: Dalio is the founder of Bridgewater Associates, one of the largest and most 

successful hedge funds in the world. He is known for his unconventional management style 

and his emphasis on principles and transparency in decision-making. 

 

There have been many films and movies set on or inspired by Wall Street, including: 

1. “Wall Street” (1987): This classic film, directed by Oliver Stone and starring 

Michael Douglas and Charlie Sheen, tells the story of a young stockbroker 

who becomes embroiled in corporate corruption and greed. 

2. “Boiler Room” (2000): This film, starring Giovanni Ribisi and Vin Diesel, is 

a fictionalized portrayal of the world of penny stock trading. 

3. “The Wolf of Wall Street” (2013): This film, based on the true story of Jordan 

Belfort, a stockbroker who engaged in rampant corruption and fraud, was 

directed by Martin Scorsese and starred Leonardo DiCaprio as Belfort. 

4. “Equity” (2016): This film, which is set on Wall Street and follows the career 

of a senior investment banker, was the first movie to be produced by a major 

Hollywood studio that was written, directed, and produced by women. 

5. “Billions” (2016-present): This television show, which airs on Showtime, is a 

fictionalized portrayal of the world of high finance and follows the lives and 

careers of a hedge fund manager and a U.S. Attorney. 

 


